October 10, 2016

Guidance Software Partners with kCura to Accelerate the e-Discovery Process
Combined EnCase and Relativity integration provides best-of-breed capabilities for e-discovery customers
PASADENA, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Guidance Software, the makers of EnCase®, the gold standard in forensic security,
today announced an integration between market-leading e-discovery tools, EnCase eDiscovery and Relativity.
"This integration is an opportunity to simplify and accelerate e-discovery by bringing two great ecosystems together," said
kCura CEO Andrew Sieja. "Tying our community of more than 140,000 Relativity users to Guidance's 33 million endpoints
means we can provide a more complete and more connected e-discovery experience."
The ability to leverage solutions across multiple stages of the e-discovery process is critical for organizations looking to
achieve efficiency with ever-increasing caseloads. The integration between EnCase eDiscovery and Relativity ensures ediscovery teams will be able to work with and move their data more quickly and intelligently.
"As the courts increasingly focus on cyber-related litigation to combat ransomware and other digital security matters,
customers need solutions for a wide variety of e-discovery challenges," said Guidance Software CEO Patrick Dennis.
"Integrating with Relativity underscores our strategy to provide an open platform that leverages leading technology across
complex workflows."
The integration between EnCase eDiscovery and Relativity is unique, in that it:


Eliminates the creation of load files; users can log into Relativity from within EnCase, export data directly and be
ready for review



Maps and transfers native files and metadata seamlessly into any Relativity workspace logically grouped by custodian
and data source



Automatically appends only new items to Relativity; no need to worry about creating duplicates

Guidance will be discussing the integration during Relativity Fest, an annual conference hosted by kCura and designed to
educate and connect the e-discovery community. Relativity Fest is being held in Chicago from October 9-11.
This integration is now available through EnCase eDiscovery 5.14 For more information on pricing, packaging and
upgrades, please contact sales@guid.com. For more information about EnCase eDiscovery, visit
www.guidancesoftware.com/encase-ediscovery.
About kCura
Recognized as a "Leader" in Gartner's latest e-Discovery Magic Quadrant, kCura are the developers of the e-discovery
software Relativity. Relativity has more than 140,000 active users in more than 40 countries from organizations including the
U.S. Department of Justice and more than 195 of the AmLaw 200. kCura helps corporations, law firms, and government
agencies meet e-discovery challenges by installing Relativity on-premises and providing hosted, on-demand solutions
through a global network of partners. kCura has been ranked the 175th fastest-growing technology company in North
America on Deloitte's Technology Fast 500 and named one of Chicago's Top Workplaces by the Chicago Tribune. Please
contact kCura at sales@kcura.com or visit http://www.kcura.com for more information.
About Guidance Software
Guidance (NASDAQ: GUID) exists to turn chaos and the unknown into order and the known-so that companies and their
customers can go about their daily lives as usual without worry or disruption, knowing their most valuable information is safe
and secure. The makers of EnCase®, the gold standard in forensic security, and EnForce™, an automated cyber risk
management platform, Guidance provides a mission-critical foundation of market-leading applications that offer deep 360degree visibility across all endpoints, devices and networks, allowing proactive identification and remediation of threats.
From retail to financial institutions, our field-tested and court-proven solutions are deployed on an estimated 33 million
endpoints at more than 70 of the Fortune 100 and hundreds of agencies worldwide, from beginning to endpoint.

For more information about Guidance Software, please visit guidancesoftware.com, "Like" our Facebook page, follow us
on Twitter, or follow our LinkedIn page.
Guidance Software®, EnCase® and EnForce™ are trademarks owned by Guidance Software and may not be used without
prior written permission. All other trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
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